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Time in Translation project (2017-2022) 

• Aim: write a semantics of the PERFECT.

• Constraint: take into account cross-linguistic variation in the distribution and 

meaning of the HAVE PERFECT.

• Methodology: Translation Mining.

➢ Existing parallel corpora like EuroParl.

➢ Literary corpora we created based on novels and their translations: Albert Camus 

(1942) L’Etranger, J.K. Rowling (2012) Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s stone.

• Core languages of today’s talk: English, Swedish, Dutch, German, Spanish and 

French.

We are grateful to NWO for their financial support of 
the project 'Time in Translation' (# 360-80-070).



Roadmap

• Background: why the (present) perfect, literature on the HAVE perfect, cross-

linguistic variation, a form-based approach.

• 1st TinT parallel corpus: Albert Camus (1942). L’Étranger. Subset relation, semantic 

ingredients of the perfect scale .

• 2nd TinT parallel corpus: J.K. Rowling (2012). Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. 

Methodology, descriptive statistics, visualisations (temporal maps). Replication of 

the perfect scale, but only in dialogue, not in discourse. 

• Semantics: ‘classical’ perfect readings, compositional semantics (hodiernality/past 

time reference) and dynamic semantics (narrativity) are all ingredients of a cross-

linguistically robust semantics of the perfect.

• Pragmatics: perfect as part of the spoken language grammar, association of the 

perfect with sentences types. Ratio between interrogatives/declaratives changes 

along the implicational hierarchy.
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Background



Why the PERFECT?

• Extensive research on the English Present Perfect.

• Morphosyntax: auxiliary (have) + past participle (HAVE perfect, Dahl & 

Velupillai 2013).

• Core of perfect meaning: past event + state with current relevance.

1)  Mary has visited Paris.                [experiential perfect]

(so she knows things about Paris that have current relevance) 

2)  Mary has moved to Paris.          [resultative perfect]

(she currently lives in Paris)

3)  Mary has been living in Paris since 2010. [continuative perfect]

(she currently lives in Paris)       

4) Malcolm X has just been assassinated. [‘hot news’ perfect]



State of the art in the literature on the PERFECT

• Proposals for the semantics and pragmatics of the English Present Perfect: 

Comrie (1976), McCawley (1981), Michaelis (1994), Portner (2003, 2012), 

Nishyama & Koenig (2010), Kamp et al. (2015).

• Awareness of cross-linguistic variation: de Swart (2007), Rothstein (2008), 

Schaden (2009, 2021), Ritz (2012), Dahl & Velupillai (2013), Kamp et al. 

(2015), Bertinetto & Squartini (2016).

• Language specific analyses: Bertinetto (1986) (Italian), Vet (1992) (French), 

Schmitt (2001) (Portuguese), Boogaart (1999) (Dutch), Löbner (2002) 

(German), Ritz & Engel (2008) (English), Howe (2013) (varieties of Spanish).  

• No agreement on the semantics and pragmatics of the (present) perfect as 

a cross-linguistic tense-aspect category (Ritz 2012).



Cross-linguistic variation: narrative sequences

• Sequences of events in discourse: Passé Composé in French → Spanish Pretérito

Indefinido, English Simple Past. Examples from L’Étranger (by Albert Camus).

o Le concierge s’est penché vers elle, lui a parlé, mais elle a secoué la tête, a bredouillé 

quelque chose, et a continué de pleurer avec la même régularité. [French]

o El conserje se inclinó hacia ella, le habló, pero la mujer sacudió la cabeza, musitó algo 

y siguió llorando con la misma regularidad. [Spanish]

o The caretaker leant over and spoke to her, but she shook her head, mumbled

something and went on sobbing with the same regularity as before. [English]

• Use parallel corpora to spell out the cross-linguistic variation in the distribution 

of labour between PERFECT and (SIMPLE/PERFECTIVE) PAST. 
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1st TinT parallel corpus: 
Albert Camus (1942). L’Étranger



Time in Translation first parallel corpus: A. Camus (1942). L’Etranger and its 
translations in Italian, Spanish, English, German, Dutch, Greek.

• Source language French: liberal use of the Passé 

Composé.

• Translation problem: other languages make a 

more restricted use of their PERFECT.

• Translation Mining: use translations to map out 

cross-linguistic similarities and differences in 

distribution across contexts.

• From language use to grammar: determine the 

criteria that PERFECT use is sensitive to in French, 

Italian, German, Dutch, English, Greek. 
Van der Klis et al. 2020, 2021/2022



Sliding scale: implicational hierarchy

• Once a context switches from PERFECT to PAST in a particular language,
the verb form remains a PAST tense in the next language: creates a
subset relation.

• Not a dichotomy (Schaden 2009), but a sliding scale from more liberal 
to more restricted PERFECT languages (Van der Klis et al. 2020, 2021/22).



state verbs          narration    past time reference    hodiernality

Linguistic principles governing variation



Reflections on parallel corpus research

• Data driven approach, so results might be skewed due to the specific 

corpus. 

• Camus is said to make a ‘special’ use of the passé composé in L’Étranger 

potential translation bias towards extended PERFECT use in target 

languages.

• Can we reproduce the insights in a translation corpus with a different 

source language, preferably one that has a ‘classical’ PERFECT?

• 2nd TinT translation corpus: J.K. Rowling (2012) Harry Potter and the 

Philosopher’s Stone and its translations. Focus in this talk on English, 

Swedish, Dutch, German, Spanish and French.

• Replicate the findings from Camus in a different corpus with a different 

source language to validate the Translation Mining methodology. 
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2nd TinT parallel corpus: J.K. Rowling (2012). 
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone.



Discourse and dialogue

• ‘Special’ literary use of the Passé Composé in Camus, 

but traditional story telling in Rowling.

• HP corpus can be divided into two parts: 

i. narrative discourse in which the narrator tells the 

story and 

ii. dialogue in which the characters talk to each other.

• Preview of results: the distribution of verb forms in 

discourse and dialogue is very different. 



Data collection: splitting discourse and dialogue

• Convert the original and its translations into electronically readable documents. 

• Select sentences containing a finite verb form from chapters 1+17 (first and last). 

• Algorithm that selects as dialogue text parts that appear between quotation 

marks. Remaining text is discourse.

dialogue discourse dialogue

‘You can’t blame 
them,’

said Dumbledore 
gently

‘We’ve had precious little to 
celebrate for eleven years’

Software created by the Digital Humanities Lab of Utrecht University. 
Code available via https://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/

https://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/


Annotation and data selection

• Align the English sentences with their translations (TimeAlign). 

• Select the finite verbs in the original, match them with the translations, 

and specify the tenses (language specific morpho-syntactic labels): present 

perfect, voltooid tegenwoordige tijd, Perfekt, pretérito perfecto compuesto, etc.

• Create a scenario: choose languages (English, Dutch, German, Spanish, 

French), restrict the dataset to complete datapoints and finite indicative 

verb forms in all languages (including imperative). 

• Dataset: 481 discourse contexts (scenario #533) and 320 dialogue 

contexts (scenario #534).



Tense distribution in narrative discourse: verb forms per language



Tense in discourse: charts per language
Colour coding: dark green is SIMPLE PAST or PERFECTIVE PAST, 
light green is IMPERFECTIVE PAST, red is PAST PERFECT, orange 
is PRESENT.



Tense in dialogue: charts per language
Colour coding: orange is PRESENT, blue is PRESENT PERFECT, 
dark green is SIMPLE PAST or PERFECTIVE PAST, light green is 
IMPERFECTIVE PAST, purple  is FUTURE.



Tense distribution in dialogue: verb forms per language



Conclusions based on descriptive statistics

• The dominant colour in the discourse charts is green: stories are told in 

the PAST tense (Fleischman 1990), either SIMPLE PAST or alternation 

PERFECTIVE/IMPERFECTIVE PAST.

• The dominant colour in the dialogue charts is orange. It shows up in 

combination with blue, green and purple: dialogue is anchored in the 

here and now (PRESENT), looking backward to the past (PERFECT/PAST) and 

forward to the future (FUTURE).

• The association between tense use and formal structure is statistically 

significant.



Association between tense use and discourse/dialogue

• We can use association tests per language to show the statistical significance of 

differences in tense use between narrative discourse and dialogue. 

• We focus on the five most frequently annotated TA-labels across these two 

registers: PRESENT, (PERFECTIVE) PAST, IMPERFECTIVE PAST, PERFECT, PAST PERFECT. 

• For English, we find a significant association between register and tense use: χ2(3) 

= 295.17, p < 0.001. The effect size is large (Cramér’s V = 0.65).  Idem for other 

languages.

• Of course, dialogues are strongly speech time oriented  influence of the PRESENT?

• Even if we remove all PRESENT uses from the equation, we still find significant 

associations between register and tense use. But we now find the effect sizes 

indicate only a moderate effect for English, Swedish, and Spanish. 



Association tests

Effect size increases with the implicational PERFECT hierarchy



The PERFECT belongs to the spoken language grammar

• No PERFECT use in the discourse part of HP, exclusively in dialogue.  

• One author, one translator per language, so this is intraspeaker variation.

• The association tests show a significant different, effect size goes up with the 

implicational hierarchy.

• Conclusion: even though the PERFECT may appear in narrative sequences in 

the spoken language (French, Italian, Catalan – see Camus corpus), it has not 

replaced the PERFECTIVE PAST in the written language.

• Hypothesis: the PERFECT is a tense-aspect category that belongs to the 

spoken language grammar.
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Validation of the TinT methodology in the 
discourse part of Harry Potter



From data on individual languages to 
multilingual comparison: n-tuples

• So far: verb forms per language.

• Multilingual comparison requires investigation of distribution of tense 

forms over individual datapoints (contexts).

• Multilingual comparison based on n-tuples: combination of language 

specific verb forms in each context.

• In the scenario, we chose 6 languages, so we have 6-tuples of verb forms. 

• For example:                                                                                             

<simple past, imperfekt, ovt, Präteritum, pretérito indefinido, passé simple> 

<past continuous, imperfekt, ovt, Präteritum, pretérito imperfect, imparfait>



6-tuples: 
cross-
linguistic 
distribution 
over 
contexts



Multidimensional Scaling

• From data on individual languages to multilingual comparison through 

Multidimensional Scaling (Wälchli & Cysouw 2012).
• N-tuples: combination of language specific verb forms per context.

• N-tuples constitute the input to Multidimensional Scaling: dissimilarity matrix.

• MDS is a statistical algorithm that searches for dimensions of variation. For all 

languages, MDS tries to place the same (language-specific) verb forms close 

to each other on the map. 

• Output: scatter map in two-dimensional space.

• Colour coding per language shows the cross-linguistic distributional patterns.



MDS visualisation of the cross-linguistic distribution 
of tense forms over contexts: English map



MDS visualisation of the cross-linguistic distribution 
of tense forms over contexts: English map



Swedish map



Dutch map



German map



Spanish map



French map



2 dimensions of variation determine tense distribution 
in discourse 
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English map



Spanish map



Interactive interface: going back and 
forth between maps and underlying data

Click on the dot to see the fragments. 



point the mouse at a dot, to see the tuple 

+ number of fragments + example. 

Select the fragment to see the 

underlying datapoint.



Discourse: SIMPLE PRESENT, SIMPLE PAST/PERFECTIVE PAST with events, 
SIMPLE PAST/IMPERFECTIVE PAST with states; freedom of translation



Narrative sequence: alternation of PERFECTIVE PAST (with events), 
PAST CONTINUOUS/IMPERFECTIVE PAST (with ongoing activities); 
incomplete tuples.



Summary of findings: narrative discourse

• PERFECTIVE/IMPERFECTIVE/SIMPLE PAST tenses dominate in narrative 

discourse, as expected (Fleischman 1990). 

• The distribution of verb forms in narrative discourse confirms claims 

made about tense use in narration in the DRT/SDRT literature (Kamp 

& Rohrer (1983), Partee (1984), Hinrichs (1986), Lascarides & Asher 

(1993), etc. 

• No (substantial) cross-linguistic variation is found: this is as expected.

• Conclusion: cross-linguistic stability in narrative discourse validates 

the Translation Mining methodology.

• No PERFECT use in the discourse component of HP in any language. 

Focus on dialogue.
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Replication of the implicational hierarchy 
in the dialogue part of Harry Potter



Tense use in dialogue: descriptive statistics 



Multidimensional scaling: English map



Multidimensional scaling: two meaning dimensions

future/non-future time reference
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Unpacking dimensions of variation

• Preview of results: in all languages, the PRESENT PERFECT lives in the right 

part of the map (non-future temporal reference).

• ‘Classical’ uses live in the upper right corner (non-future, non-past 

temporal reference) .

• More liberal languages extend the PERFECT domain towards the lower 

right corner of the map (past temporal reference of events).



Multidimensional scaling: English map



Perfect: English map (26 present perfect)



Perfect: Swedish map (26 perfekt)



Perfect: Spanish map (24 pretérito perfecto compuesto)



Perfect: Dutch map (58 voltooid tegenwoordige tijd)
+27 blue dots in the lower right corner of the map



Perfect: German map (78 Perfekt)
27+15 blue dots in the lower right corner of the map



Perfect: French map (99 passé compose)
27 + 15 + 12 blue dots in the lower right corner of the map



Intermediate conclusions 

• The HP maps confirm the subset relation from the Camus dataset: 

English/Swedish/Spanish  Dutch  German  French.

• There is a bit more translation noise in the HP dataset than in the 

Camus dataset.

• Implicational hierarchy: more liberal PERFECT languages maintain a 

presence in the upper right corner, but extend the blue domain 

towards the lower right corner of the map.

• They become more PAST oriented.

• We still need to show that they acquire a PERFECTIVE PAST flavour 

(reporting an event in the past).



Present, perfect, past: English map



Present, perfect, past: Swedish map



Present, perfect, perfective/imperfective past: Spanish map



Present, perfect, past: Dutch map
+27 blue dots in the lower right corner of the map



Present, perfect, past: German map
27+15 blue dots in the lower right corner of the map



Present, perfect, imperfective past: French map 
27 + 15 + 6 blue dots in the lower right corner of the map



Intermediate conclusions: cross-linguistic distribution 

• Implicational hierarchy: competition between PERFECT and (PERFECTIVE) PAST

• Are the linguistic features underlying the distribution the same as in the 

Camus dataset? Do they help to distinguish Spanish, Swedish and 

English?

• Based on Camus, we expect that resultative/existential meanings are 

shared by all languages (‘core’ perfect readings).

• Based on Camus we predict the following differences:

• French/German  stative verbs

• German/Dutch  narrativity

• Dutch/Spanish  past time reference 

• Spanish/English  hodiernality
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Semantic ingredients of the PERFECT



‘Core’ perfect readings: resultative

7 contexts in which all languages use a PERFECT, 3 clear resultative readings.



‘Core’ perfect reading: universal

7 contexts in which all languages use a PERFECT, 3 clear instances of  

a universal/negative/negative existential reading.



‘Core’ perfect reading: existential

• Overall cross-linguistic stability in the part of the blue domain in the upper right 

corner of the map, yet minor variations across languages: translation choices. 

• Out of 26 cases of the English present perfect, there are 11 contexts in which 4 out 

of 5 translations maintain the PERFECT from the original. 

• E.g. state that lasted for a while and is now over: different construction in French.



‘Core’ perfect  reading from the literature on English, 
but not necessarily for other languages: continuative

Only 1 context in the HP dataset with a clear continuative interpretation, but 

familiar observation from the literature.



Cross-linguistic differences: English/Swedish

• The English present perfect is never translated by means of an Imperfekt in 

Swedish, but presens in 7 cases (resultative/result state alternation). In 2 out of 

3 instances of the present perfect continuous the Swedish translator uses a 

perfekt; the remaining context displays a supinum (4 supinum cases in dataset).

• Universal readings do not necessarily require the present perfect in English, or in 

other languages, but the Swedish translator sometimes uses a perfekt.

• Overall cross-linguistic variation makes this datapoint hard to interpret.



Cross-linguistic differences Spanish/English: 
hodiernality

• In Spanish, the pretérito perfecto compuesto is used to refer to an event in the 

hodiernal past, even if the original is in the SIMPLE PAST, which the Swedish 

translation maintains. 

• Only a handful of examples illustrating hodiernality in the HP dataset,  so 

weak contrast, but we found more evidence in the Camus dataset.



Cross-linguistic differences Dutch/Spanish: 
past time reference 

27 contexts in which Dutch uses the vtt, but Spanish switches to the 

pretérito indefinido: pre-hodiernal past time reference. 



Cross-linguistic differences German/Dutch: narrativity 

HP dialogue mostly has short turns, but some longer turns report sequences 

of events. 15 contexts in which German uses the Perfekt, but Dutch switches 

to the onvoltooid verleden tijd (Le Bruyn et al. 2019).



Cross-linguistic differences French/German: 
stative verbs 

• Much of the variation between French and German relates to translation 

noise: the choice the French translator makes to present the English simple 

past as a state or an event, and the German translator choosing a Präteritum

in narrative sequences. 

• In 6 contexts, the difference clearly relates to aspectual class: French can 

report a stative verb in the passé composé, but with stative verbs, German 

switches to the Präteritum. Familiar observation from the Camus dataset.



Conclusions about  the PERFECT scale in dialogue

• Subset relation English/Swedish  Spanish  Dutch  German  French. 

Established for the Camus corpus, and replicated in the dialogue part of 

HP, but more translation noise.

• Implicational hierarchy: extended PERFECT semantics, competition 

between PERFECT and (PERFECTIVE) PAST.

• Semantic features responsible for variation are the same across the two 

datasets: lexical aspect (stative verbs), compositionality (hodiernal/past 

time reference), dynamic semantics (narrativity). 



Remaining issue: discourse vs. dialogue

• Why is the PERFECT a tense-aspect category of the spoken language 

grammar in all languages under investigation?

• Investigate the pragmatics of the PERFECT.
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Pragmatic ingredients of the PERFECT



The PERFECT belongs to the spoken language grammar

• Why is the PERFECT a tense-aspect category of the spoken language 

grammar in all languages under investigation?

• Portner (2003): the PERFECT is used to answer the question under 

discussion.

• Nishiyama & Koenig (2010): PRESENT PERFECT may be used for topic 

negotiation.

• Both uses are attested in the HP dataset; cross-linguistic stability.



Answering the question under discussion

Question under discussion provided in context; qud relates to 

the utterance situation (‘here and now’). 



Topic negotiation

Discourse context: Mrs Dursley came into the living-room carrying two 

cups of tea. It was no good. He’d have to say something to her. He 

cleared his throat nervously.



Association with sentence type

• Answering a question under discussion  declarative.

• Negotiating a new topic  interrogative.

• Both functions are attested in the HP dataset, so how are 

PERFECTS distributed over sentence types?

• Annotation for sentence type within the dialogue part of HP: 

interrogative, declarative, exclamatory, imperative.



Distribution of PERFECTS over sentence types (English)

• Higher ratio of PERFECT use in interrogatives than in declaratives. The 

odds of PERFECT use in questions in the English original are 1.73 times 

higher as opposed to statements. 

• Low numbers, but in line with the analysis of the Switchboard corpus, for 

which we found that PERFECT use in questions is 1.5 times higher as 

opposed to statements (Tellings et al. 2019). 

• No PERFECT use in imperatives, we leave exclamatory sentences aside.

# verb forms # PERFECTS % PERFECT

interrogative 54 7 13%

declarative 228 17 7.5%

exclamatory 23 2 8.7%



Distribution of PERFECT over sentence type across languages

More important than the absolute numbers is the change in relative frequency: 

the path towards extended PERFECT use leads to higher percentages of PERFECT

use in interrogatives as well as declaratives in Dutch. In German and French, the 

increase is larger in declaratives, changing the odds.

PERFECT use interrogatives declaratives odds

English 7 17 1.74

Swedish 7 17 1.74

Spanish 6 17 1.47

Dutch 15 38 1.66

German 16 57 1.18

French 17 76 0.95
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Increased PERFECT use in interrogatives from Dutch onwards

Preceding discourse: Harry is in the hospital after his fight with Squirrel/ Voldemort, and 

tells his friends about his adventures, after they got separated.

Discourse topic: adventures in the tower, past time reference, topic continuity.



Increased PERFECT use in interrogatives

• Nishiyama & Koenig (2010):  PERFECT can be used for topic negotiation 

(association with interrogatives). Existential PERFECT, current relevance.

• Other types of questions: 

• information seeking questions related to an ongoing discourse topic with 

past time reference, 

• presupposition bearing questions (e.g. involving a cleft construction: further 

details on definite past event).

• Pragmatic variation across languages: English present perfect is infelicitous with 

presupposed events (Michaelis 1994).



Pragmatic variation across languages

Michaelis (1994): pragmatically presupposed events                        

cannot be reported in the Present Perfect, but                               

require the Simple Past. Also in Swedish, not in the 

other languages in the dataset.



Presupposition bearing questions: cleft construction

The cleft-construction introduces the past event of telling as presupposed. 

The question targets the identity of the agent of the telling event.



• Main clause question:  the 

presence of the troll is 

presupposed , past time 

reference (preceding discourse). 

Harry checks the identity of the 

agent of the letting in event.

• Note the cleft constructions in 

the Swedish, Spanish and 

French translations.

• Embedded question: rhetorical 

question (no answer expected, 

none given) related to the same 

event. 

• Note the switch to an assertive 

sentence in the German 

translation.



Increased PERFECT use in declaratives from Dutch onwards: 
past time reference.

• Portner (2003): the PERFECT answers 

the qud.

• Not all answers to the qud are 

conveyed in the present perfect, only 

those where the qud has current 

relevance.  

• Discourse topic: events in the 

faraway past.

• Lifetime effects.



Extended PERFECT use in interrogatives 
and declaratives (from Dutch onwards)

• Topic negotiation in interrogatives requires an existential PERFECT reading. 

• With existential PERFECTS, the current relevance of the perfect state 

resides in the pragmatics (Nishiyama & Koenig 2010). 

• Hypothesis: increased PERFECT use in more liberal languages implies a 

wider range of questions, because of the English presuppositionality

constraint.

• Interaction with past time reference confirmed by extended PERFECT use 

in declaratives.



Increased PERFECT use in declaratives 
(German and French)

• In German and French, the odds are changing, because the 

frequency of PERFECT use in declaratives goes up faster than in 

interrogatives.

• Data indicate: sequences of PERFECT sentences more frequent 

in declaratives than in interrogatives.

• Portner/Nishiyama & Koenig focus on isolated PERFECT

sentences. In order to account for sequences of PERFECT

sentences we appeal to the rhetorical relation of Elaboration 

(de Swart 2007). 



Increased PERFECT use in declaratives: 
the rhetorical relation of Elaboration

• De Swart (2007): the PERFECT creates an Elaboration structure in which the 

speech time S, or the larger utterance situation provides the topic under 

discussion, and the sentence in the PERFECT elaborates on this topic.

• If we find a series of sentences in the PERFECT, which elaborate a particular 

speech situation, the rhetorical relation between those sentences is the 

relation of Continuation. 



Continuation creates a list reading

• The relation of Continuation is a very weak rhetorical relation: it just 

connects the sentences in an Elaboration structure.

• Continuation has no temporal implications in an of itself: sequences of 

PERFECT sentences in English, Swedish, Dutch, Spanish elaborating a topic 

describe an unordered set of events (list reading).



From Continuation to temporal structure

• De Swart (2007): Continuation does not induce temporal structure, but it is not 

incompatible with temporal structure: cross-linguistic variation. English, Swedish, Dutch, 

Spanish: temporal relations between PERFECTS are blocked (list reading only).

• German, French: temporal relations between PERFECTS are allowed: from continuation to 

narrative sequences through ‘natural’ connections between events: scripts, scenarios.



Series of PERFECTS in declaratives: rhetorical relation of 
Elaboration – list reading or narration



Conclusions on the pragmatics of the PERFECT

• ‘Classical’ PERFECT use associated with answering a question under 

discussion (Portner 2003, declarative) and topic negotiation (Nishiyama 

& Koenig 2010, interrogative). In both cases: existential PERFECT, current 

relevance. Cross-linguistically stable pragmatics. 

• Starting with Dutch, languages extended PERFECT use across both 

sentence types. Pragmatic ingredients of variation: presuppositionality, 

life time effects, interaction with past time reference.

• More liberal uses German and French: series of PERFECT sentences in 

declaratives: rhetorical relation of Elaboration (de Swart (2007) , with 

possible temporal relations between PERFECTS  narrative sequencing.

• The three pragmatic roles of the PERFECT require the utterance situation 

as a deictic centre: association with spoken language, not written 

language.



Overall conclusions

• The HAVE PERFECT is subject to substantial cross-linguistic variation, but 

languages with a more liberal PERFECT subsume the classical PERFECT uses 

(subset relation)  extended PERFECT semantics rather than switch to a 

PERFECTIVE PAST.

• Semantic ingredients of the PERFECT scale: lexical semantics (stative verbs), 

compositional semantics (past time reference), dynamic semantics (narrative 

sequences).

• Pragmatic ingredients of the PERFECT: answering the QUD (declaratives), topic 

negotiation (interrogatives), presuppositionality constraint, rhetorical relation 

of Elaboration (sequences of declarative PERFECT sentences). 

• The PRESENT PERFECT is a tense-aspect category that belongs to the spoken 

language grammar in all languages with a HAVE PERFECT. The three pragmatic 

roles of the PERFECT associate with spoken language (deictic centre).


